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A c:itical anthology can be a useful thing. It 
ca~ provide a spectrum of criti"cal approaches to acer
tain aut~or; or serve as an introduction to the criti
cism a~ailable on an area of interest: book, author, 
or per:od •. It c~n focus on a problem in such a way that 
the thing is defined, elucidated, readied for solution. 

. All these ~c?eptable approaches presume a finite 
subJe;t and a civilized.group of critical writings. We 
haven t coralled Joyce into finitude yet and if ci· ·1· 
za t · · 1 · ' VJ. 1.-• 1.~n imp J.e~ commonly held rules and assumption, the 
critics haven t agreed what they are. Without basic 
a?reement on the subject or assumptions, any anthology 
risks being an accumulation rather than a concentration. 

To compound the problem, James Joyce is one of that 
cl~ss of writers who seem to demand that one include ever_ 
thin? whenever one talks about anything. Focusing on y 
par~icular aspects of other authors seems to be both 
easier and more satisfactory critically. We allow Gab· 1 
Oak to exist distinct from Jude Fawley and we don't e~ie 
get too.nervous if Pip is neither Oliv~r Twist nor Davi:n 
Copperfiel~. But Stephen Dedalus is certainly the same 
young man in both the Portrait and Ulysses and the ruddy 
noses of father Simon's cronies thrust the~selves in 
throu?hout. This would be all very well if what it meant 
w7re Just that critics had to do their homework. But 
with Joyce the attempt to include doesn't usually stop 
there. Joyce seems to require that the commentator sub
sume everything in his critical construct~-that he be
com7 an advocate of Thomistic aesthetics, ' Viconian his
toriagraphy, and Hibernian politics: and a bloodhound on 
the trail of multilingual puns relevant to all three. 

Perhaps t~e result o~ this reaction to Joyce is that 
w~en people write about him, they write books, not ar
ticles. In Chace's anthology, seven of the eleven pieces 
are excerpted from full length studies of Joyce. Three 
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f the four remaining articles adopt general, rather than 
0 etically specific aims. So, partly because of the 
exeg . . 1 b ture of critical response to Joyce, and party ecause 
n; Chace I s selection of excerpts rather than independent 
0 ticles we see snippets, parts, facets rather than 
:~oles, 'What we see are often fascinating, often bril
liant, and almost always erudite vignettes, but almost 
never thorough arguments, complete reference systems, 

whole readings, 

some of these sections are tantalyzing. Richard 
Ellmann is represented with a chapter each from his bio
graphy of Joyce and Ulysses~~ Liffey. He emerges-
he deserves to--as the most scholarly and the most sym
pathetic Joycean. Helene Cixous is here in a piece on 
"Ivy Day in the Committee Room," and Hugh Kenner's eccen-
tric impressively documented and argued criticism of 
Stephen Dedalus is present in a chapter from Dublin's 
Joyce. The reader wants to turn to the whole books from 
which these selections are taken. 

There are five sections, one on each of Joyce's four 
fictional volumes, and one on the history of Joyce scho
larship. The selections on Dubliners are the most suc
cessful, perhaps because it is easier to come to grips 
with the early short stories. Of the three essays de
voted to Ulysses--one to e_ach major character--Ellmann' s 
on Molly Bloom is the best. The two essays on Finnegans 
Wake suffer from the involutions of that novel. Harry 
Lerin's "The Language of the Outlaw" is most approachable, 
because it is less narrowly focused. Lionel Trilling's 
"James Joyce in his Letters'.' is refreshing because Tril
ling sees Joyce not so much as a learned introvert as a 
fin-de-siecle Irishman with all the appropriate intellec
tual--;n~ional baggage. 

Joyce is a fascinating author. Almost everything a 
competent scholar and writer says about him is going to 
be interesting. So it is with this volume. The pieces 
are useful. But there's not that concentration of the 
issue publicly joined that can give coherence to a cri
tical anthology. The book remains a fully annotated bib
liography--it shows you what you want to read~-but it does 
not itself become an item to be reado 
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